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Abstract: 
Technological developments have a wide impact on many things, one of which is the development 
of communication through social networking. The interesting thing about the Facebook 
phenomenon is that most of the users are women. Women who are identical with polite behavior 
are very interesting to study. This study aims to (1) Identify the form of women's phatic speech acts 
on Facebook. (2) Describe the politeness strategy of women's communication on Facebook, (3) to 
dig deeper into the extent of women politeness in Facebook through the humanistic teaching 
perspective. This research is descriptive qualitative research using pragmatic approach. The 
subjects of the study were women aged 25-50 years. Data is female speech on Facebook social 
networking. Data selection is done with certain consideration using purposive sampling. Data were 
collected using a method of referring and noting to a number of speeches containing a form of 
phatic expression. Test the validity of data is done through credibility test that is by extension of 
observation and member check. Data analysis was done based on Spradley's analysis model which 
was divided into 4 stages, namely domain analysis, taxonomic analysis, contextual analysis and 
cultural theme analysis. The results achieved are: (1) The form of phatic expressions seen from the 
analysis of speech acts in which the act of speech phatic ranked highest. (2) The characteristics of 
visible women language are, using polite expression, using indirect sentences, using adjectives, 
using question tags and humor. (3) The dominant function of the phatic is to maintain friendship 
and harmony of relationships. (4) Internet-based communication media provide flex ibility for 
women to interact and establish relationships. (5) phatic communication on Facebook becomes 
dominant because the form of communication is not face to face directly so that the expression of 
the speaker cannot be seen and the comments that appear cannot be determined time so that the 
honesty of the less acceptable speech. This has a tendency as a form of introducing space. The 
women communication in Facebook through the phatic speech acts can be a source of learning 
approach to be polite in uttering utterances. 
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1. Introduction 

The development of increasingly diverse and sophisticated communication media provides 
various conveniences in life especially in terms of interaction with others. One of the most rapid 
communication phenomena today is the increasing number of social media. These 
developments will inevitably lead to a variety of changes, turmoil and new phenomena, one of 
which is the phenomenon of language. Social media is a new media operates the internet 
applications that allows for the creation and exchange of user-generated contents (Valentini & 

Kruckeberg, 2012). The hypertextuality of social media spreads the information fast. It creates 
live experiences of human beings that lead to the economics, cultural patterns, interactional 
styles and other aspects of human society (Castells, 2000). People communicate not only limited 
to one or two people but it can be tens or even hundreds of people. It is certain that such 
interaction is interesting because the communication is done by several persons in the same 
subject and social backgrounds and different cultures. Therefore, Social media can weaken or 
strengthen the intensity of the relationship between people and community (Wellman & 
Hampton, 1999). 

Facebook is one of the most accessible social media, Mark Zuckerberg creates it to bring people 
together with different backgrounds and encourage interaction. People tend to use Facebook to 
maintain a close relationship. They keep in touch with their family, friends, and colleges without 
need much time. It is in line with Rosen et al opinion, "People from collectivistic cultures utilize 
social network sites to maintain close relationships with a small number of ties instead of 
creating new connections with people. One interesting thing about the Facebook phenomenon is 
most users are women. Pew Research Centre states that more women use social networks, and 
social networks are most often used is Facebook. The latest data released by Facebook by the end 
ofJanuary 2012, Facebook users in Indonesia in early 2012 showed 40.6 % of the total 43 million 
users are women (Duggan & Smith, 2013). It is the most popular social media with a growing 
membership and young women report spending around two hours per day on Facebook 
(Fardouly & Vartanian, 2015; Tiggemann & Slater, 2013). 

Facebook offers a wide range of very interesting things. The first, Facebook is the largest social 
networking site in the world. The second, Facebook is simpler than other social networking 
sites, but the menu is more complete and easy to understand by the beginners. Facebook allows 
users to find friends who are online so it can start chatting easily. The Third, Facebook providing 
language translation services are more complete. The fourth, Facebook displays information 
about the product, jobs, news, entertainment, games (game) is more complete. More and more 
entrepreneurs are using Facebook as a medium for marketing their products. The use of social 
media by women is a necessity as a means to demonstrate the existence of themselves as human 
beings. Abraham Maslow says that by nature man is in need of self-esteem, namely to respect 
themselves (self-respect) and the respect of others (respect from the other). The use of Facebook 
arouses women to be good looking and ideal. It is driven by the desire to be recognized as an 
attractive woman, both in terms of appearance and speech. The need of self-esteem can be 
fulfilled by posting status, comment or photo. 

Women use speech as the main way to develop relationships, so communication becomes the 
focus of women's friendship. Women communication cannot be separated from the 
characteristics of the female language. The discussion of women tends to be personal and 
disclosive with a focus on the details of personal life, society, relationships and feelings (Aries & 
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Johnson, 1983; Reisman, 1990; Wood & Inman, 1993). Besides, women's talks are expressive and 
supportive (Aukett, Ritchie, & Mill, 1988; Wright & Scanlon, 1991). Communication on 
Facebook is seen as a relaxed interaction. This is commonly referred to as casual chat. This chat 
can serve as a tired and entertainment buffer. Speeches spoken by speakers and speech partners 
tend not to be serious, this is called phatic communication. Miller (2008) said that 
communication through Facebook is a culture in the digital era that includes the scope of phatic. 
While Hopkins (2014) argues, "Phatic exchanges -a communication exchange that fulfills a 
social objective rather than imparting information on social-technologies, such as Facebook and 
Twitter. Social media and social networks have transformed the communication environment 
and the way organisations Reviews their managing stakeholder relationships. This means that 
phatic communication is more aimed at keeping social relationships rather than purely on the 
delivery of information. 

Phatic can make the atmosphere rigid to be fun so it is possible serves as a marker of politeness. 
Act polite is synonymous with speaking with language etiquette considerations. So the phatic 
speech can serve as a face saving. It is one of the precious learning. People can learn, feel, 
evaluate and freely to choose the right way to do something. Moreover, it is closely relate with 
humanistic teaching perspective. The goal of humanistic education moves beyond cognitive and 
intellectual education to let in the education of the whole person. It regards personal growth and 
the growth of creativity and to some extent the self-directed learning. The end of education is 
the same as the end of psychotherapy: making a fully functioning person. Receptiveness to 
experience, an existential path of living in which life is ongoing, flexible, adaptive process, and 
faith in the organism as the foundation for behavior are characteristics of the person who is able 
to learn and to conform to change (Maples, 1979). 

This article will explore the phatic speech act as a marker of politeness through pragmatic study 
as the implication of humanistic teaching. To conduct this study, it is based on some previous 
researches there are; (1) Kivran-Swaine, Brody, & Naaman (2013) with the title of his research 
"Effect of Gender and Tie Strength on Twitter Interaction". This research examines the 
relationship between the language, gender and social relation. Quantitatively, his research 
studies how the gender composition of speaking on his twitter account influences the linguistics 
style of the message conveyed, (2) Barbulet (2013) describes social media from the Pragmatic 
point of view. This study analyzes a British newspaper blog with a focus on implicature and 
context studies, (3) Arevalo (2014), produced research that emoticons are forms of expression 
that serve as markers of politeness and relationship reinforcement to enhance interaction 
(joking) and make ironic contributions, (4) Wulandari (2014) research on representative speech 
acts on Facebook status, (5) Fardouly, Diedrichs, Vartanian, & Halliwell (2015) with the research 
title Social Comparisons on Social Media; The impact of Facebook to the development of young 
women's body image concern and the physical growth of adolescent girls, (6) Locher (2015) who 
examined the politeness associated with work and discussion on Facebook, (7) Theodoropoulou 
(2015) with her research the politeness of birthday wishes on Facebook, (8) Ruckel (2012) with 
the title of their research "Self sexualization in Facebook photographs, body surveillance, and 
body image, (9) Khatib, Sarem, & Hamidi (2013) talked humanistic education; concern, 
implication, and applications, Based on some previous researches it can be assumed that 
Facebook is very interesting to analyze. This study try to dig the women phatic speech act related 
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with politeness strategy, and finally it serves the description of precious teaching concept to be 
polite in communication on Facebook. 

2. Literature Review 

The humanistic principle is referred to Erickson, Roger and Maslow's ideas. They propose 
learner to be humanized. According to Wang, Bianchi, & Raley (2005) people cannot satisfy his 
basic needs. It will affect to their condition physically and psychologically. It is supported by Lei 
& Wu (2007) that the Humanistic approach, on which humanistic education is based, 
emphasizes the importance of the inner world of the learner and places the individual's thought, 
feelings, and emotions at the forefront of all human development. 

The theory of humanistic education emerged in the 1970s was based from three philosophical 
theories, namely: pragmatism, progressivism and existentialism. The main idea of pragmatism 
in education is nurturing continuity of knowledge with deliberate activity change the 
environment (Dewey, 1997). Furthermore Humanistic theory assumes that any learning theory 
is good and can be used, as long as the goal is to humanize human beings, namely achievement 
self-actualization, self-understanding, and self-realization of people learning optimally (Assegaf, 
2011). This opinion in line with Maples (1979) the goal of humanistic education moves beyond 
cognitive and intellectual education to let in the education of the directed learning. The end of 
education is the same as the end of psychotherapy: making a fully functioning person. 
Receptiveness to experience, an existential path of living in which life is ongoing, flexible, 
adaptive process, and faith in the organism as the foundation for behavior are characteristics of 
the person who is able to learn and to conform to change. 

Adler (1927) and Maslow (1943) paved the way in giving credence to a scientific approach to the 
role of higher human motives and values in understanding human behavior, rather than 
ascribing human behavior to unconscious and irrational neuroses or the 'push and pull' of 
various contingencies of reinforcement (Arnold, 1998). According to Gage & Berliner (1991) 
remark that the emphasis upon the value of students rests on the awareness of their dignity and 
rights as unique human beings with each person being on a path of self-actualization. Secondly, 
a student's feelings and aspirations are respected with attention to the emotional side oflearning, 
leading to the development of a student's positive self-concept and self-esteem, which in turn 
develops self-efficacy 

3. Research Methodology 

This research is qualitative. Communication is complex individual interaction. The complexity 
arises because it is naturally formed as diversity of individual, social, and cultural characteristics. 
Therefore, it is very interesting to analyze it in qualitative study. The subjects were women aged 
25-50 years. The data obtained through observation and documentation. The collected data is 
analyzed and sorted by type of phatic speech act. In analyzing the data, it must connect to the 
context first. To get the maximum results in exploring phenomena that occur in women 
conversation, the researcher does not only see and understand the meaning, but rather in trying 
exploration to identify an event that appears either, and ethnography is used as a tool to 
approach data (Hammersley, Martyn Atkinson, 1983; Jensen & Jankowski, 1991). In analyzing 
the data it applies Spreadly's theory. Based on his theory the ways to analyze the data are divided 
into 4 analysis: 1) domain analysis, 2) Taxonomy analysis, 3) Componential analysis, and 4) 
discovering cultural themes. Domain analysis is essentially an effort of researchers to obtain the 
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social domain contained in the study site (Santoso, 2017). At the stage of domain analysis 
women is being a center of the anaysis, so in domain analysis women is the domain of the study. 
Phatic speech and politeness strategy are two fields that analyzed in taxonomy analysis. after 
doing taxonomy analysis, there will be some different results. The result of the analysis observed 
to get the specific thing. This process can be called as componential analysis. The last is 
discovering cultural theme. In this step the researcher gets the red line of the result of phatic 
speech act anlysis, politeness strategy analysis, and humanistic teaching. Credibility test 
conducted through extending observation and member check extension. 

4. Findings 

4.1. Phatic Speech Acts 

Phatic speech acts aims to create and maintain the relationship between speakers and heares. 
The forms of phatic speech include greeting, thanking, asking for news and others. The act of 
speech implies a mere lip service, meaning that the speaker does not really mean the point in 
their speech. The following data is a form of phatic expression. 

Rl : Jalan-jalan ke pasar beli buah atin ... apa kabar bunda Titin ... ??? 
R2 : Buah duku buah alpukat ... Alhamdulillah diriku sangat sehat ... 
Rl : Oh kirain buah duku ikan bakar .. hahaa .. gak nyambung ... 
R2 : Ikan bakar belinya di serayu ... gmna kabar dirimu wong ayu? 

The above data is the utterances of 2 participants. Rl is a housewife (SO years) who has a close 
relation with R2. R2 is (51 years) a housewife who has a higher social status than Rl because R2 
is a former wife of high officials. Rl up dates her status "jalan jalan ke pasar beli buah atin ... Apa 
kabar bunda Titin ... ????" (it is the expression of saying hello by asking the condition of hearer). It 
is phatic utterance because Rl asked the news R2 using pantun (ryhmes), then R2 responding to 
Rl by stating that she is healthy also in the form of pantun (rhymes). "Buah duku buah 
alpukat...alhamdulillah diriku sangat sehat...." The last comment of R2 "Ikan bakar belinya di 
serayu ... gmna kabar dirimu wong ayu?" These utterances include phatic. As it is generally the 
Javanese culture, when someone asks the news, it should reply also ask news. 

Moreover, Rlresponses by commenting using unproperly rhyme. "Oh kirain buah duku ikan 
bakar .. hahaa .. gak nyambumg ... ". It includes phatic acts because Rl deliberately joking by 
making pantun (rhyme) in not appropriate rhyme. Phatic speech acts on the data seen from the 
utterances of the speaker and her partners who say to each other greeting news poem. The 
function of the speech is to strengthen friendships and create a harmonious relationship. 

Phatic speech acts have an important role in friendship. The efforts to familiarize themselves 
with calling name using a special designation is also a marker of phatic. This is shown in the 
following data: 

R3 : Bianglala, maafkan aku tak mampu mengartikan aneka warnamu kini. 
R4 : Met pg ce, .. cece koq biang !ala ciiihhhh hehe .. 
R3 : .. !how bianglala kan punya warna2 nan indah tuh, hiiikkz, beb 
RS : Oo ... iya ky pelangi y ace ... warna warni hehehe ... 
R3 : @ Amoy .. . , haiyaaaawlah Beib, warnanya kayak rainbow ... 

The data above is the coversation of 3 participants namely R3 55 years old. Her education is 
doctoral degree, R4 is 50 years old and RS is 41 years old. The three speakers talk about R3's 
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apology on her apology to a person called a bianglala. The utterance of R3 "Amoy: .. lhow 
bianglala kan punya warna2 nan indah tuh, hiiikkz, beb" ( Lhow, the colorful rainbow is 
beautiful, isn't it?) It shows that the speaker does not want everyone knows what she said in her 
status. The word "hiiikkz, beb" is a phatic marker. It is a marker of phatic because speakers 
familiarize themselves with partners by using joking style. The call of "Beib" is also a marker of 
phatic to familiarize and establish a harmonious relationship. Another term used by adult 
women to call a speech partner as a marker of phatic are: (1) broou, (2) jeng, (3) mbak ayu, ( 4) 
bos, (5) wong ayu, (6) bu, (7) momy, (8) bunda, (9) jeung, (IO) jeung cah ayu, (11 ) cantik, (12) 

mom ayu 

Harmony is a feeling of feeling one sense and one word among members. It can be reflected in 
the attitude of mutual respect / love each other. The following data is a form of phatic that serves 
maintaining harmony. 

Sl : Yiipi lgsg dpt bis depan kts ... jarang2 begini nih .... mantaaap 
S2 : Berkat doa gw tuh kaqiiiiik=Dqiiik=Dqiiik 
Sl : Kl gt doain lagi tik biar ada orang mau bayarin ongkos gw wkwkwkwkw .. 
S2 : Boleh. .. Tp isiiin pulsa sy dl rp 50 tp jgn di telp krn sy lg M wkwkwk 
Sl : Kamen lo mengingatkan gw buat ntar malem nih tik ... cari sop kambing dulu ahhh 

Ha ... Ha ... Ha ... Pha ... haha 
S3 : Take care, momy .... . 
Sl : Tq di....sorry responding late .... :) 

The utterance "Tak care, momy ... spoken by S3 is aimed to reply Sl"s status, "Yiipi lgsg dpt bis 
depan kts ... jarang2 begini nih ... " (The expression of happiness occurred because she does not 
wait for bus a long after exiting her office). The utterance is phatic. It's function is to create 
harmony. The speaker prefers to use English expression. She knows well that SI has the same 
educational study. They were graduated from faculty of letters English department, so she wants 
to show that she is care and friendly. The speech is impressed only as a form of greeting. The 
speakers signs that she does not want to communicate even longer. As Jacobson (1980) argues 
that phatic communication is an utterance used to begin, maintain, or disconnect 
communications. 

Furthermore, Friendship / solidarity is a relationship between individuals or groups based on 
shared moral feelings and beliefs reinforced by shared emotional experiences (Johnson, 1986). 
The following data is a conversation conducted by 3 women who have a close relationship. The 
topic discussed is prayer and hope on Friday. 

R6 : Meniti hari Jumat yang khidmat!! Semoga diberikan kelancaran dlm melaksanakan 
kewajiban. Dan buat sahabatku yang sedang sakit, smoga diberikan kesembuhan. 
Yg sedang dlm kesempitan, smoga diberikan kelapangan. Yg sedih, smga deberikan 
keceriaan. Yg sedang menjalankan amanah, smoga diberikan kekuatan. Yg sedang 
santai, smoga diberikan kesenangan yang berguna. Hidup terasa bermanfaan bila 
kita sating mendoakan iu, 

R7 : Amin 2x ya robbal alamin 
RS : Amin 3 x YRA 
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The utterance spoken by R7 and R8 "Amin 2x ya robbal alamin and Amin 3 x YRA" is a phatic 
utterance. Speakers want to build good relationships among members in the same social and 
trust. 

Finally, Sympathy is the process of someone interested in others so as to feel what is 
experienced, done and suffered by others (Soekanto, 2001). The following data is a phatic speech 
acts that serves to show sympathy: 

R9 : Sedang berdoa semoga ada mukjizat .... Untuk ku .... Ammiiinnnn 
Rl0 :Amin YRA ... Melu ndonga Wat ... Mugo2 terkabul semua yg terbaik untukmu ... 
Rll :Amien ..... smg terkabul deh ya say 
R9 :Testi @Amiinnn .... YRA .... trmakasih tes .... 
R9 :Mbak Yan ti @Amiiinnn ... trmakasih smga mbk Y anti jga terkabul ya ..... . 
Rl2 :Mukzizat apalagi Mb Watie ? .... semoga terkabul ... Amien 
R9 :Mbk Utik @ Amiiiiinnnnn .. ... YRA .... Smga ya trmakasih bu humas kyuuu .... 
R 13 :Amiiinnn ... 
R9 :Rini @Amiinnn ... trmakasih smga trkabul doa2 kita ya 

Participant R 9 is a housewife with high school education background. She up dates status, 
"Sedang berdoa semoga ada mukjizat .... Untuk ku .... Ammiiinnnn" (She is praying to God 
hoping for the miracle, aameen)). RlO gives comment, "Amin YRA ... Melu ndonga Wat ... 
Mugo2 terkabul semua yg terbaik untukmu ... " (ameen, Hopefully Allah will give the best for 
you). Rll says, "Amien ..... smg terkabul deh ya say" (ameen, may Allah grant your prayers). 
Next, it is the comment of Rl2. She is one of R9's friend in playing tennis. Her response is 
"Mukzizat apalagi Mb Watie ? .... semoga terkabul ... Amien" (what more miracles? May be 
granted). Rl3 replied to the speaker's status by commenting, "Amiiinnn ... ". The phrase Aamiin 
(aameen) is a phatic marker that describes the feelings of the patner's speech to try to 
understand what the speaker perceives in her status. The choice of the word "deh" in the speech 
"Amien ..... smg terab ya yes" is also a marker of phatic. "Deh" contains the meaning of pretense / 
idiosyncratic expressions. While comments from other partners, "Mukzizat apalagi mbak 
Watie? ... semoga terkabul ... Amien" is also just a small talk. Interrogative sentences conveyed by 
speakers mean that speakers are joking. Typically according to the ethics and norms of the 
people of Java it is categorized as taboo. The result of the phatic speech act analysis can be 
summarized as follow: 
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l'igurc: Phati.; Sp~cch Act 

4.2. Politeness 

A ftcr finding I.he ph.11k speech ,Kt, it is import.1nt. to analY7.c polilene&, 10 ob&ervc more the 
rclatio11 of it in women comm11nk.1tio11 on Fa,'.cbook. The result of politcncs& st.r;ttcgics arc 
below: 

On the status of Rl "l11/11n ke pri$ar beli buah Tin (walking to the market to buy fruit ) ... Apa 
kabar lnmd,1 Titin (how arc you mom Titin)". This d,tt,t slww polite exprc&sion. It indmks the 
po&itive politeness &trntegy when'. tht'. speaker trit'.s to attr,tct ,mention with her jokes through the 
rhymes to her partner, s,:, it is retltxted that both arc very familiar and has dose relationship. The 
l1rsl commenl from R2 '"lluaf1 d11k11 buah alpufo1 ... A.lh,.1111du/illah diriku ~11ng11/ selu11 ... » 

including lhe posilive polileIH:ss s1ra1egy where ,pcakcrs lry l,1 ,111n1el ,tllcnlion with her joke 10 
her p,1rtm:r. H is rdlcclctl 1h,1l bolh arc very familfar. The S(:,:ond commenl fr,,m Rl YJ/i kimi,1 
/'mil ,tu Au ikm, brikar..f1,.1h,.1,1 .. •10/. riymnlnmg ... " indudi11g posili ve poli1eness slrn legy where 
speakers use jokes lo keep ,t chal wilh her parlner. The l.1s1 commenl from R2 ''Ik11n balwr 
bdinya ,ti ,emy11 ... gm,ui kabar dirimu wong ayu!'' Induding lhe posilivc p,:,lilencss slrnkgy 
where speakers lry lo allracl lhc allcnlion of h.is parlner said back by using a rhyme 
,1ecornp,u1ied by pra.iS<'. and jok,·s 10 her parlm'r, bolh art'. vt'.ry familfar. 

Th,· stxtmd dala, on lhe status of R3 •·mangla/,.1, m11afka11 1.1k11 wk mampu mengc1rlik11n rmek11 
w,Jmamu kin/" (Biangfafa, foq:iw m,'. not being abk 10 interpret lht'. variou& colors now) .is a 
11,'.g,1tivt'. poliltness straltgy where tht~ t'.xpression of apologiiing is ju.sl a formalily. The first 
conunenl from R4 ''Mei pgi c:e, . .. tffe koq f,frmg /ala diih/1/i.hh heh~ ... " (morning .si.slt~r. how 
could rninbow b,'.?) is a posilive polil,·n,'.SS slnllt~gy where sp,•aker a&k& t:,·r1,1i11 rt'.a&ons 10 tht'. 
partner.s said. The s<.'rnnd commenl from R3 "@Amoy: ... bi11ng/11l11 k,m puny11 wanw2 nan indah 
lu.h, hiiikkz. beb" is ,1 rositive polit<.'n~.ss strategy when' sre,1k~r gives ,1 c<.'rt,1i11 tea.son 10 her 
partner. The third wnunenl from R4 ··oo ...... iy11 ky pelangi y ace ... w11rn11 warni hehehe ... ''i.s a 
po,iliw polilem:ss slrn legy wht-re speak.er giws l:erlain nm.son, lo tht'ir partner with joking, and 
tht> fourlb Conunenl from R3 ''@Arnt9': ... huiyaw111w/ah Beff,, wiirn1mya kayak rnintiow ... (the 
colv11r is like 11 rainbow ... J' i, a positive politeness slrnlegy wbere spt-aker give, rerlain rea.son, 
lo Lheir rarlners wilb a jokt-. 
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The third data, the utterance of S1 "Yiipi lgsg dpt bis depan kts ... jarang2 begini nih" can be 
categorized as positive politeness strategy in which speaker expresses her joy at the same time 
expressing the reason that she is enabled to attract other partners to comment. The first 
comment was written S2 "Berkat doa gw tuh kaqiiiiik=Dqiiik=Dqiiik". S2 responses include a 
positive politeness strategy in which she responds, recognizes and cares to Sl despite being 
delivered in jest. The second comment submitted by Sl "Kl gt doain lagi tik biar ada orang mau 
bayarin ongkos gw wkwkwkwkw .. " is a positive politeness strategy where Sl agreed with S2 
comment before, so she added a request to the S2 for the next activity. The fifth comment is 
written by S3 "take care, momy ... :)" where the speech shows the familiarity with the calling 
name "momy". The call is usually uttered to the close friend. In addition, the speech also shows 
the attention. So the speech goes into the category of positive politeness strategy. The third 
comment from S2 "B=oleh ... Tp isiiin pulsa sy dl rp 50 tp jgn di telp krn sy lg M wkwkwk" These 
include reducing the demand for S1. Although delivered in jest, she indirectly asked for rewards 
to her partner. The last comment was written by Sl "Tq di ... sorry responding late ..... :)" to 
respond to S3's previous words. Sl's comment is categorized as Negative politeness strategy 
because the speech is intended to appreciate the opponent of her speech that has provided 
comments and good responses. However, the speech is focused on avoiding the embarrassment. 
S3 will experience if her speech is not responded by Sl, So Sl said the word sorry, in other words 
Sl's speech above only as a formality. In the fourth comment of Sl "Kamen lo mengingatkan gw 
buat ntar malem nih tik ... cari sop kambing dulu ahhh Ha ... Ha ... Ha ... Pha ... haha" contain off
record politeness strategy because the intent of Sl's speech has a subtle meaning and does not 
show relation with the previous speech, so her partner should be able to interprete her own 
meaning of the speech. 

The fourth data, on R6 the status of R6 "Meniti hari Jumat yang khidmat!! Semoga diberikan 
kelancaran dim melaksanakan kewajiban. Dan buat sahabatku yang sedang sakit, smoga 
diberikan kesembuhan. Yg sedang dlm kesempitan, smoga diberikan kelapangan. Yg sedih, smga 
deberikan keceriaan. Yg sedang menjalankan amanah, smoga diberikan kekuatan. Yg sedang 
santai, smoga diberikan kesenangan yang berguna. Hidup terasa bermanfaan bila kita saling 
mendoakan A-'<' indicates an optimistic attitude, prayer, hope and attention to his friends who 
may be in a state of sickness, tightness, sadness, or relaxation. The speech also reflects an attempt 
to facilitate social relationships with other speech partners expressed through the prayers. So the 
utterance is categorized into the positive politeness strategy. The speaker tries to be close and 
warm to hearer. The first comment from R7 "amin3x ya robbal alamin .... " also contains a 
positive politeness strategy where in her speech indicates an agreement on R6's status by 
allowing what R6 has written, which means the speaker approves or has the same prayer and 
expectations like partners said. The last comment from R8 "Amien3x YRA" also contains a 
positive politeness strategy where her speech indicates an agreement on R6's status, by ensuring 
what R6 has written, which means that the speaker agrees or has the same prayer and 
expectation as his partner. 

The last data, on the status of R9 "Sedang berdoa semoga ada mukjizat . . . . Untuk ku .... 
Ammiiinnnn" is a positive politeness strategy in which speaker expressed her hope to get a 
miracle. The first comment from RIO "Amin YRA ... Melu ndonga Wat ... Mugo2 terkabul 
semua yg terbaik untukmu ... Amin YRA ... "Isa positive politeness strategy where speaker pays 
attention to their partner by participating as well as positioning themselves as the state of his 
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partner and guarantee what the hope of his partner said. The second comment from Rll "Amien 
..... smg terkabul deh ya say Amien ... 11 including positive politeness strategy where speaker uses 
the name calling 'say' as a marker of intimacy between them. The third comment from R9 "Testi 
@ Amiinnn .... YRA .... trmakasih tes ..... "is a positive politeness strategy where speaker shows 
the similarity of expectation with the hope of his partner by word aamiin she wrote. Then, the 
fourth comment from R9 11Mbak Yanti @Amiiinnn ... trmakasih trmakasih smga mbk Yanti jga 
terkabul ya ...... " is a positive politeness strategy where speaker expreses the similarity of 
expectation with the hope of her partner by saying aamiin she wrote. Next, Rl2's utterance 
"Mukzizat apalagi Mb Watie ? .... semoga terkabul ... Amien II is a positive politeness strategy 
where speaker askes certain reasons to their partners about what was said before, and R9 
replies"Mbk Utik @ Amiiiiinnnnn ... .. YRA .... Smga ya trmakasih bu humas kyuuu .... " is a 
positive politeness strategy where speakers use the name calling" bu humas kyuu " which shows 
that there is closeness among them. The seventh commentary of Rl3 "Amiiinnn ... " includes a 
positive politeness strategy in which speaker showes their concern by ensuring what their 
partners hope to be. R9 closes the chating by commenting Rl3' utterance @ Amiinnn ... 
trmakasih smga trkabul doa kita" includes a positive politeness strategy in which speaker shows 
their attention by ensuring their mutual expectations. 

5. Discussion 

Women communicate on Face book by some reasons. One of them is they want to be praised, to 
be respected, and to be loved. Women's ability to speak politely makes them easy to create 
enjoyful communication. Women tend to communicate with words that do not fit the context. 
in other words, the speaker does not make a relevant contribution to the topic of the 
conversation, and it indicates that women's utterances tends to polite. Phatics markers which are 
dominated by laughing / joking expressions (emoticons, hhhe, hihihi, hehehe, cicicici, hahaha, 
ehmm, ngoeeeek, eng eng, ck ck ck, wk wk wk ... ) are not related to the context of the speech 
context being discussed. This is done by women to avoid silence (Stenstrom & Jorgensen, 2009). 
The utterance "Berkat doa gw tuh kaqiiiiik=Dqiiik=Dqiiik" dan "Kl gt doain lagi tik biar ada 
orang mau bayarin ongkos gw wkwkwkwkw ... ". The speech responded to the status of the speaker 
who expressed her pleasure when she left the office as soon as she found a bus passing in front of 
her office. The utterance violates the maxim of relevance because the commentary does not fit 
the topic and seems to be perfunctory, coupled with the phrase "qiiiiik = Dqiiik = Dqiiik". In his 
speech, the speaker wants to give attention to the speech partner even with comments that come 
out of the topic of discussion. The phrase makes the atmospher fresh and intimate. This joke has 
strengthened the theory that women still hold the principle of politeness (Attardo, 1993; Coates, 
2016; Cock.croft, Bluett, & Shuttleworth, 2008; Holmes, 1995; Jespersen, 1992; Robin, 1973; 
Tannen, 1990). It can be assumed that the characteristics of women politeness are clearly 
illustrated in phatic speech acts (Arndt & Janney, 1985; Hill, Ide, Ikuta, Kawasaki, & Ogino, 
1986; Malmkja!r, 2002; Obana & Tomoda, 1994). The signs of positive politeness strategies are 
carried out by women such as: (1) giving praise, (2) showing empathy and sympathy, (3) giving 
attention, ( 4) avoiding disapproval, (5) joking clearly illustrated in the expression of phatic. This 
is corroborated by Levinson in Chaer (2010) a positive politeness strategy contributes to the 
formation of a speech act. The politeness strategy and the principle of cooperation in speech acts 
can be used (Nazir, 2012; Zegarac, 1998). Psychologically this is done because women have the 
nature of what is referred to as the feminine type, namely women have the nature of nurturing, 
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caring, easy to adjust and sacrifice their own interests Charlotte Kohn-Behren in Simandjuntak 
(1984). 

Rooted in constructivist social perspective, humanistic education tries to engage learners in 
interactional practices. In this regard, as Arnold (1998) remarks the educator should be able to 
create social relations together with a positive atmosphere in the classroom, and organize 
cooperative language work, by enhancing the learner's emotions and inner self. Pointed to the 
discussion above the women politeness in phatic speech acts can be used as a learning approach. 
Facebook is used by the women to communicate and build relationships. Through this 
interaction women are required to be able to please their Facebook friends. The desire of women 
to be cared for, loved and appreciated insist women to be able to choose good speeches and 
pleases their friends. This is in accordance with humanistic learning. This learning concept gives 
freedom to learners to choose how to learn something. Basically, humanistic theory is a learning 
theory that humanizes humans. Learning is centered on a person. This theory cannot be 
separated from education that focuses on how to produce something effective, how to learn that 
can increase creativity and utilize the potential that exists in a person. The success of learning 
according to this theory is when there is a desire from within a person to learn, know new 
information (Mckenna, Kear & Ellsworth, 1995; Zhang & Atkin, 2010). 

Women's interaction on Facebook can be source oflearning. They will realize the condition and 
judge something better to do. When she got unpleasant situation she will try to make pleasure. 
Based on the analysis, the positive politeness strategy is dominated applied by the women. 
Women express her feelings on Face book using more indirect speech. Women have subtle 
feelings, so she will save her friend face. She will avoid face threatening act. The learning process 
in saving the face of the interlocutor in communication is the reflection of humanistic teaching. 
Underhill (2009) said there were 7 points that should be noted in humanistics teaching. In 
communication, speaker must consider to the way how to listen, the way how to speak, how to 
use of power and authority, the way to give attention to the processes in the group, manage our 
own attitudes and beliefs, the way how to show our inner state. These ways are very close relate 
with politeness. 

6. Conclusion 

Phatic speech acts carried out by women to establish and maintain good social relations. Phatic 
speech acts specifically found 3 functions, namely: maintaining harmony, friendship and 
showing sympathy. The implementation of women phatic speech acts on Facebook reflects 
polite speech. Women are more likely to apply positive politeness strategies. This is closely 
related to the nature of women who like to be friendly, avoiding conflict, and she likes to make 
small talk. The implementation of women phatic speech acts on Facebook reflects polite speech. 
Women are more likely to apply positive politeness strategies. This is closely related to the 
nature of women who like to be friendly, avoiding conflict, and she likes to make small talk. 
Furthermore, this is influenced by the psychology of women who are nurturing. Women 
prioritize friendship and maintain harmonious relationships in communication. This finding 
corroborates the theory of Leech (1993). Women's interaction on Facebook is a reflection of 
humanistic learning. The process of how to choose good speech, maintaining a good attitude to 
save the interlocutor's face, and organizing how to place our power and authority is a real 
learning process in accordance with the rules of humanistic learning. 
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